Worksheet 9. There is / are

Complete the sentences using the street map and the words and phrases in the word pool.

blocks away  door  corner  dry cleaner  street  supermarket

Key:
A = supermarket
B = parking lot
C = post office
D = Jones’ pharmacy
E = florist
F = bakery
G = dry cleaner

1. A: Is there a post office near here?
B: Yes, there is. There’s a post office just around the _____________________.

2. A: Is there a pharmacy near here?
B: Yes, there is. That’s Jones’ Pharmacy, right across the _____________________.

3. A: Is there a supermarket near here?
B: Yes, there is. There’s a supermarket two _____________________.

4. A: Is there a parking lot near here?
B: Yes, there is. There’s a parking lot behind the _____________________.

5. A: Is there a florist near here?
B: Yes, very near! It’s right next _____________________.

6. A: Is there a bakery near here?
B: Yes, there is. There’s a bakery between the florist and the _____________________.
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